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tated entirely about the great domains—assumed an increasingly
marked preponderance. At the head of its aristocracy the family
of the Pippins made its appearance, which had already played an
important part in the events that led to the fall of Brunehaut It
was a family of great Belgian landowners.1 About 640 Itte, the
wife of Pippin I (of Landen) founded the monastery of Nivelles,
and her generosity enabled die Irish apostle Saint Phelan to found
the monasterium Scottorum at Fosses. Lierneux—a family estate-
was presented by Pippin II, between 687 and 714, to the monastery
of Stavelot-Malmedy.2
In 691 Begge, the wife of Ansegise and die mother of Pippin II,
founded at Andenne a monastery to which she withdrew, and
where she ended her days in 693. Pippin II gave to Saint Ursmar,
abbot of Loddes between 697 and 713, the villae of Leernes and
Trazegnies.3 They had a strong fortress at Ch£vremont, which
. constituted part of their domain of Jupille. Not far away, at
Herstal, on the Meuse, was a residence which was to become one
of their favourite dwellings, and which is often referred to, as a
palatium, after 752. It was in this region, on the edge of the forest
of Ardennes, that they felt themselves to be really at home. True
countryfolk as they were, they seem to have felt nothing but
dislike for the residence of Metz, which was the capital of Aus-
trasia. It was at Ltege that Grimoald, die son of Pippin II, was killed
in 714 by a Frisian. In 741 Carloman and Pippin the Short im-
prisoned their brother Grifon at ChSvremont, after the death of
Charles MarteL
Besides their Walloon estates they had many others in Germany,
but the region of Li&ge was their native country, the country in
which the name of Pippin was so frequently met with even in the
Middle Ages, and where it survives to this day in Pepinster.
For the first time, here was a family of the North, at least semi-
1	P. rousseau, LaMeuse et k pays mosan en Belgiqtte, Namur, 1930, pp. 45
and 221 (annales db la socu§rf d'archu§ologib de namur, vol. XLI).
2	Recueil des chartes dc Staveltf-Malmedy, ed. roland and j. halkin, vol. I,
f>* 39*	8 F. ROUSSEAU, Op. cit., p. 22$.
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